
JMSS Update To Community re Covid19 T3-08 
 
Dear fellow members of the JMSS Community 
 
The first week of the Stage Four lockdown in Melbourne has been negotiated well, with students and staff resuming 
the approach which worked successfully in Term Two. Whilst no-one acknowledges that the new situation is ideal, it 
is pleasing to note that students and staff are fully aware of what worked well earlier this year, and where 
improvements could be made. I am confident the experience for all will further improved this time around. This has 
much to do with the willingness to share ideas and expertise which is characteristic of our teachers, in a spirit of 
seeking continual improvement in their practice. 
 
I would like to comment further on recent developments and advice we have received, together with events 
currently in place or planned for the school. 
 

1. Parent-Teacher Interviews 
 
Once again thank you all for your flexibility in allowing interviews scheduled on Monday and Tuesday this week to 
move to next week. Teachers and parents I have spoken to seem pleased with how well the new format has gone 
already this week, with families accessing the webex meetings easily, and teachers managing the series of successive 
interviews successfully and above all, keeping to time, something that is often problematic in the more traditional 
onsite formats for these events. We will be interested in hearing everyone’s feedback after we complete the first 
iteration of a somewhat radically new model. Thank you to parents, students and teachers for your help in getting 
this new model off the ground. Are we ‘onto something’ here? 
 

2. Daily Bell Times Once Online Learning Begins 
 
Just to reiterate: 

 We will retain the current lesson times until Tuesday of NEXT week, August 11th, which marks the 
conclusion of Parent Teacher interviews, the timing of which is linked to the current bell-times; 

 From Wednesday next week, August 12th, we will revert to the bell-times which we used for the first period 
of online learning in Term two. In this model, each day starts at 8:30am and concludes at 3:30pm. All 
lessons and breaks start and finish on the hour or half hour, there is more time allowed for breaks for 
recess and lunch, and therefore students and teachers have more ‘off-screen’ time during the day which 
we think is important. 

 
3. Information for Year 12 Students 

 
I have borrowed the following information provided by Sue Bell, President of the Victorian Association of Secondary 
School Principals, regarding the key points from Friday’s press conference by the Minister of Education, the Hon. 
James Merlino, on the proposed changes to processes regarding the awarding of Study Scores and ATARs this year. 
No doubt a more formal version will become available soon, but this will give you all a taste of what has been 
planned: 

 This is an unprecedented year and schools need to support their students in an unprecedented way; 
 Special consideration / provision for Unit 3 & 4 students has generally been done on a case by case basis in 

previous years; 
o This year, every single Unit 3 & 4 student will be INDIVIDUALLY assessed for special consideration in 

every study, taking into account individual circumstances, for example school closures due to a 
Covid19 outbreak, or long absences of individual students; 

 Students should go into their VCE exams knowing that it will be a fair reflection of the year for everyone; 
 They should be confident their final scores will take into account their individual circumstances; 
 Schools and teachers will be asked to provide rankings, based on where each student in their class is this 

year as well as where each student in their class would have been if COVID 19 had not happened. Please 
note there is MUCH more information to be provided about what is expected and how these rankings will be 
worked out; 

 VCAA will take the following Assessment items into account when making student assessments:  
 Term 1 School based assessments; 
 The teachers’ rankings; 



 The GAT results; 
 The VCE exam results; 

 Year 12 teachers will be given time to do this work, during the exam period itself, but again there is a lot to 
be worked out before we know exactly how this will happen; 

 ATARS will be calculated by VTAC (as normal) based on the adjusted study scores provided by VCAA 
following the process above. VCAA has communications about this ready to come out shortly; 

 The Minister said there will be no change to the timeline of VCE, with release of results still targeted for 30th 
December 2020. 

 
As it stands, Year 12 students and parents should not unduly worry about this. The processes will be fully worked 
out and communicated in the near future, and hopefully will be fair for everyone. Without the detail, there will be 
concerns that some students will get an unfair advantage when they haven’t really earned one. Whilst you will no 
doubt have many questions (I do too!), all you can do now is ‘control what you can control’ and keep giving YOUR 
BEST. In other words, attend all lessons, keep up with the work, complete the SACs as well as you can and stay 
confident that your best is good enough. Schools, together with the Australian Education Union, Principals 
Associations, Universities and other stakeholders will keep the pressure up to ensure the process WILL be fair for 
everyone. In the meantime, don’t lose sleep over it, you have more important things to do now. 
 
Year 12 students will still have questions about SACs and whether or not we will be allowed to run them onsite at 
JMSS. If it’s any comfort - we do too! It seems counter-intuitive that the Government would allow large cohorts to 
attend SACs onsite during a Stage Four lockdown, but we are still waiting on advice and will let you know when we 
know. The answer to this, as well as so many other questions, we hope will be forthcoming in the next few days. 
 

4. Sincere thanks to everyone – Principal’s Day 
 
On behalf of Assistant Principals Sally and Andrew, and myself, I would like to sincerely thank the staff and students 
who went out of their way to send messages of thanks today, Friday, which was ‘Principals’ Day. From my personal 
viewpoint I was completely sidelined as I did not have the date or day in mind at all. It was therefore a terrific 
surprise to have all of the good wishes arrive via email and notes and cards on my desk today. I can honestly say we 
were all sincerely and genuinely touched. It is our privilege to lead this community, and we are giving it our best 
shot, with the backing and genuine support of the rest of our staff, our students and our parents. It is yet another 
timely reminder of what a very special place JMSS has become over the relatively short time it has been in 
existence.  
 

5. Give it YOUR best shot too 
 
Once again, please stay safe and well, and above all, together. We know what we are doing works, and the more 
effort you put in, the better it will work for you. I think it was Woody Allen who said that the world is run by ‘the 
people who turn up’, and even though that seems rather trite, I think he really means ‘the people who turn up and 
put in’. VCE students need not worry about any secret formulas which will enhance ATARs as a result of Covid19 
interruptions. The people who will do best are those who stick to good routines, seek help when they need it, 
complete and hand in the work on time, and look after one another. Do that and you’ll be fine. 
 
A special shout out to our Year 10s. You are all doing an AMAZING JOB, and we are SO PROUD of all of you. You 
have been away from the school for almost as long as you have been onsite and in class. Please keep it going! As a 
Year 10 teacher myself I greatly appreciate your collective dedication, your energy, your commitment to your own 
education and to your new school, and of course your unique sense of humour, it has been wonderful. I’m sure 
better times lie just around the corner for all of us. 
 

6. Student Parliament and Noticeboard 
 
I would once again like to commend the work of our Student Parliament to you all. They are working again to 
organise activities which can involve all students, and I would urge you all to get involved. A special call to Year 11s 
who are interested in helping organise events, and even in taking on leadership roles in 2021. We need you to 
show what you can do NOW, and we need your help to get some new activities together which can involve lots 
of students and staff. Our Captains this year, Emmy, Jackson, Charlotte and Zac are doing a mighty job but they 
have especially asked me to rally Year 11s, and especially those who might be prospective future leaders, to get 



involved NOW, especially in these tough times, and show the leadership we will need to maintain momentum into 
the future. You will be hearing about such opportunities via the Compass portal, so please get involved. 
 
The captains have also asked me to share this link with all students: jmss.it/noticeboard. This will take you to all of 
the information about upcoming student and school events. It is shared and owned by, with and for students and is 
a good way to check what’s going on and how you can get involved. 

 
7. ‘DON’T TOUCH THIS’ – US Principal goes viral! 

 
Finally, I have added some interesting articles to read as usual, and I would also encourage you all to watch this clip. 
It features a Principal in the US who put this amazing dance together with his students, in an endeavour to get them 
thinking about best practice in a Covid19 world. It is brilliant. Anyone up for a JMSS version? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeAN8Xxz0q4 

 
 

Kind regards 
 

Peter Corkill 
PRINCIPAL 

 

http://jmss.it/noticeboard
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeAN8Xxz0q4

